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Feline Aggression
What is Aggression?

Aggression is normal behavior. Cats use it to settle disputes about territory, food,
resources and, of course, mating partners. Unfortunately, in the household setting,
aggression can be problematic. When cats lash out, it can cause injuries to people, or
other cats and dogs. This can have a profound effect on the relationship between owner
and cat. If severe enough, it can end in relinquishment of the cat.

Play Aggression

We enjoy seeing a kitten stalking her target, crouching, twitching her tail, flicking her
ears back and forth, and then pouncing. It's cute when she wraps her front feet around her
prey, chewing on it and kicking it with her back feet.

The mistake we make is that we promote this, providing our hands and feet as targets.
The problem is, kittens don't know when to stop and that's when we get scratched and
bitten. As the kitten ages, the scratches get deeper and the bites harder.

The solution is to initiate play with things other than our bodies. Use a fishing pole to
hold the object away from you. If she chews on you, say "no" and provide a toy. Watch
the body language; if she's getting too intense, stop playing immediately and give her
time to cool off. Never hit her or yell. This won't stop the behavior and she'll become
afraid of you.

Petting Aggression

Sometimes when you're settled in and petting your cat, she suddenly bites you and runs
off. We don't know why they do this, but the consensus is that we're just arousing them
too much.

Though they are subtle, you can look for warning signs that they're near their limit. Look
for restlessness, tail twitching, ear movement, and teeth on you asking you to stop. This
means STOP PETTING. If you punish, it will push her over the edge, inviting a bite.

You can try offering her favorite foods if you see the warning, or offer treats. If you
continue until you see the behavior, you've gone too far.

Fear Aggression

If a cat is scared, he crouches, his ears flatten, his hair stands on end, and he hisses. If a
person approaches, it can induce an attack. The goal in these interchanges is to keep
people safe by defusing the situation and avoiding the cat. Punishment is likely to push
the cat into responding faster to the situation and triggering explosive attacks.


